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Hardware efficient transpilation of quantum circuits to a quantum devices native gateset is es-
sential for the execution of quantum algorithms on noisy quantum computers. Typical quantum
devices utilize a gateset with a single two-qubit Clifford entangling gate per pair of coupled qubits,
however, in some applications access to a non-Clifford two-qubit gate can result in more optimal
circuit decompositions and also allows more flexibility in optimizing over noise. We demonstrate
calibration of a low error non-Clifford Controlled-pi
2
phase (CS) gate on a cloud based IBM Quantum
computing using the Qiskit Pulse framework. To measure the gate error of the calibrated CS gate
we perform non-Clifford CNOT-Dihedral interleaved randomized benchmarking. We are able to
obtain a gate error of 5.9(7)× 10−3 at a gate length 263 ns, which is close to the coherence limit of
the associated qubits, and lower error than the backends standard calibrated CNOT gate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computation holds great promise for speed-
ing up certain classes of problems, however near-term
applications are heavily restricted by the errors that oc-
cur on present day noisy quantum devices [1]. To run a
computation on a quantum processor requires first cali-
brating a universal gate set – a small set of gates which
can be used to implement an arbitrary quantum circuit –
which has low error rates, and then transpiling the circuit
to this set of gates. This transpilation should be done in
a hardware-efficient manner to reduce the overall error by
minimizing the use of the highest error gates [2]. Two of
the most significant error sources on current devices are
incoherent errors due to interactions with the environ-
ment, quantified by the coherence times of device qubits,
and calibration errors in the gates used to implement a
quantum computation [3, 4].
If a gate set could be perfectly calibrated the coher-
ence time of the qubits would set the fundamental limit
on error rates without active error correction. Thus the
goal of gate calibration is to get as close to the coherence
limit as possible. Current quantum hardware typically
use a gate set consisting of arbitrary single-qubit rota-
tions and a single entangling two-qubit gate [5]. State
of the art single-qubit gate error rates in these systems
approach 2 × 10−4 [6], where two-qubit gate errors are
around 10−3 [7–9], see also Appendix A. In supercon-
ducting qubit systems using fixed-frequency transmon
qubits a microwave-only two-qubit entangling gate may
be implemented using the cross-resonance (CR) interac-
tion [10]. The CR interaction can be used to implement
a high fidelity Controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate [11]. Gate
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sets with a Clifford two-qubit like CNOT are appealing
as a variety of averaged errors in a Clifford gateset can
be can be robustly measured using various randomized
benchmarking (RB) protocols [4, 12–16].
In some cases it may be favourable to introduce an ad-
ditional two-qubit gate to a gate set if it enables more
hardware efficient compilation of relevant circuits, how-
ever this adds the overhead of additional calibration and
characterization of the gate errors. One such gate is the
Controlled-Phase (CS) gate, which is a non-Clifford two-
qubit entangling gate that is universal when combined
with the Clifford group [17]. The CS gate is particularly
attractive to fixed-frequency transmon qubit systems as
it can be implemented using the CR interaction, since it
is locally equivalent to
√
CNOT. This means it can be
calibrated using the same techniques as the CNOT gate,
but with a shorter gate duration or lower power, poten-
tially leading to a higher fidelity two-qubit gate when cal-
ibrated close to the coherence limit. Furthermore the CS
gate is a member the CNOT-Dihedral group and can be
benchmarked using CNOT-Dihedral randomized bench-
marking [17]. Recently an optimal decomposition algo-
rithm for two-qubit circuits into the Clifford + CS gates
was developed [18]. This method minimizes the num-
ber of non-Clifford (CS) gates, which is important in the
context of quantum error correction as non-Clifford gates
require additional resources such as magic-state distilla-
tion to prepare fault-tolerantly [19]. However, in non-
fault tolerant near term devices it is often preferable to
minimize the total number of two-qubit gates in a de-
composition rather than non-Clifford gates. An opti-
mal decomposition for gates generated by the CNOT-
Dihedral in terms of the number of CNOT and CS gates
has also recently been developed [20]. Another exam-
ple is the Toffoli gate which can be decomposed into 6
CNOT gates and single qubit gates, but requires only 5
two-qubit gates in its decomposition if the CS and CS−1
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2gates are also available [21].
In this work we calibrate CS and CS−1 gates of varying
durations on an IBM Quantum system and benchmark
the gate error rates by performing the first experimental
demonstration of interleaved CNOT-Dihedral random-
ized benchmarking. For specific gate durations we are
able to obtain a high-fidelity CS gate approaching the
coherence limit, which due to the shorter CR interaction
time results in a lower error rate than can be obtained for
a CNOT gate. In addition to RB we also compute the av-
erage gate error of the CS gate using two-qubit quantum
process tomography (QPT) and compare to the values
obtained from RB. Pulse-level calibration was done us-
ing Qiskit Pulse [22], and the RB and QPT experiments
were implemented using the open source Qiskit comput-
ing software stack [23] through the IBM Quantum cloud
provider.
II. CNOT-DIHEDRAL RANDOMIZED
BENCHMARKING
We describe the protocol for estimating the average
gate error of the CS gate using interleaved CNOT-
Dihedral Randomized Benchmarking, which is a natu-
ral generalization of the CNOT-Dihedral RB procedure
described in [17] with interleaved RB [13] to estimate
individual gate fidelities for the CS gate
CS =
1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 0
0 0 0 i
 .
In the following we let G denote the CNOT-Dihedral
group on n qubits, g ∈ G denote a unitary element of G,
and I, X, Y , Z denote the single-qubit Pauli matrices.
Step 1: Standard CNOT-Dihedral benchmarking.
Randomly sample l elements gj1 , . . . , gjl uniformly
from G, and compute the (l + 1)th element from the
inverse of their composition, gj(l+1) = (gjl ◦ · · · ◦ gj1)−1.
Denote by jl the l-tuple (j1, . . . , jl). For each sequence,
we prepare an input state ρ, and apply the composition
of the l + 1 gates that ideally would be
Sjl := gj(l+1) ◦ gjl ◦ · · · ◦ gj1 ,
and then measure the expecation value of an observable
E.
Assuming each gate gi has an associated error Λi(ρ),
the sequence Sjl is implemented as
S˜jl := Λj(l+1) ◦ gj(l+1) ◦
(©li=1[Λji ◦ gji ]) (1)
The expectation value of E is 〈E〉jl = Tr[ES˜jl(ρ)].
Averaging this overlap over K independent sequences of
length l gives an estimate of the average sequence fidelity
Fseq(l, E, ρ) := Tr[ES˜l(ρ)] (2)
where S˜l(ρ) :=
1
K
∑
jl
S˜jl(ρ) is the average quantum
channel.
We decompose the input state and this final measure-
ment operator in the Pauli basis P (an orthonormal basis
of the n-qubit Hermitian operators space, constructed of
single-qubit Pauli matrices). This gives ρ = ΣPxPP/2
n
and E′ = ΣP ePP . Given that the gate errors are close to
the average of all errors [17], the average sequence fidelity
is
Fseq(l, E, ρ) = AZα
l
Z +ARα
l
R + eI
where AZ = ΣP∈Z\{I}ePxP and AR = ΣP∈P\ZePxP ,
with Z being tensor products of Z and I gates.
Each of the two exponential decays αlZ and α
l
R can
be observed by choosing appropriate input states. For
example, if we choose the input state |0 . . . 0〉 then Fseq =
eI +A0α
l
Z where A0 = ΣP∈Z\{I}eP . On the other hand,
if we choose | + · · ·+〉 then Fseq = eI + A+αlR where
A+ = ΣP∈X\{I}eP , with X tensor products of X and I
gates.
The channel parameters αZ and αR can be extracted
by fitting the average sequence fidelity to an exponential.
From αZ , αR the average depolarizing channel parameter
α for a group element g is given by
α = (αZ + 2
nαR)/(2
n + 1) (3)
and the corresponding average gate error is given by
r = (2n − 1)(1− α)/2n. (4)
Step 2: Interleaved CNOT-Dihedral sequences.
Choose a sequence of unitary gates where the first el-
ement gj1 is chosen uniformly at random from G, the
second is always chosen to be g, and alternate between
uniformly random elements from G and fixed g up to the
l-th random gate. The (l+1) element is chosen to be the
inverse of the composition of the first l random gates and
l interlaced g gates, gj(l+1) = (g ◦ gjl ◦ · · · ◦ g ◦ gj1)−1. We
adopt the convention of defining the length of a sequence
by the number of random gates l.
For each sequence, we prepare an input state ρ, apply
νjl := gj(l+1) ◦ g ◦ gjl ◦ · · · ◦ g ◦ gj1
and measure an operator E.
Assuming that the gate g has an associated error Λg(ρ)
and that each gate gi has an associated error Λi(ρ), the
sequence νjl is implemented as
ν˜jl := Λj(l+1) ◦ gj(l+1) ◦
(©li=1[Λg ◦ g ◦ Λji ◦ gji ]). (5)
3The overlap with E is Tr[Eν˜jl(ρ)]. Averaging this
overlap over K independent sequences of length l gives
an estimate of the new sequence fidelity
Fseq(l, E, ρ) := Tr[Eν˜l(ρ)]
where ν˜l(ρ) :=
1
K
∑
jl
ν˜jl(ρ) is the average quantum chan-
nel.
Similarly to Step 1, we fit Fseq(l, E, ρ) and obtain the
depolarizing parameter αg¯, according to Eq. (3). Using
the values obtained for α and αg¯ , the gate error of Λg,
which is given by
rrbg =
(2n − 1)(1− αg¯/α)
2n
, (6)
and must lie in the range [rrbg − , rrbg + ], where  is
estimated in [13] Eq. (5). Note that one has to be careful
in interpreting the results of an interleaved experiment,
as in some cases  might be large compared to rrbg .
III. IMPLEMENTING THE CONTROLLED-S
GATE
We calibrate CS gates of varying gate durations using
Qiskit Pulse and measure the average gate error using
the interleaved CNOT-Dihedral RB protocol in II. We
use the CR pulse sequence as a generator of two-qubit
entanglement [10, 24]. The CR pulse is realized by ir-
radiating one (control) qubit with a microwave pulse at
the transition frequency of another (target) qubit. The
stimulus drives the quantum state of the target qubit
with the direction of rotation depending on the quantum
state of the control qubit. This controlled rotation is
used to create two-qubit entangling gates such as CNOT
and CS.
The two-qubit system driven by the CR pulse with
amplitude A and phase φ can be approximated by an
effective block-diagonal time-independent Hamiltonian
[25, 26]
HCR(A, φ) =
∑
P=I,X,Y,Z
ωZP (A, φ)
2
Z ⊗ P (7)
+
∑
Q=X,Y,Z
ωIQ(A, φ)
2
I ⊗Q,
where the qubit ordering is control ⊗ target, and ωZP
and ωIQ represent the interaction strength of the cor-
responding Pauli Hamiltonian terms. In the absence of
noise, the ideal CR evolution for a constant-amplitude
pulse is written as an unitary operator
UCR(A, φ) = exp
{−itCRHCR(A, φ)} , (8)
where tCR is the length of the CR pulse. We also define
the unitary operator created by an arbitrary two-qubit
generator as
[BC]θ = exp
{
−iθ
2
(B ⊗ C)
}
(9)
where B, C are arbitrary single qubit operators, and we
use [BC] ≡ [BC]pi.
As can be seen by examining Eq. (7), the CR pulse in-
duces three entangling interaction terms (ZX, ZY , and
ZZ), in addition to potentially many unwanted local ro-
tations with different amplitudes. By appropriately cal-
ibrating the phase of the CR drive φ, the ZX term is
the dominant term among the interactions and is the key
term for executing two-qubit gates in this system. As
with the standard CNOT gate, we can compose a CS
gate by isolating the ZX interaction with a refocusing
sequence and single qubit pre- and post-rotations:
CS = [IH] ◦ [IX]pi
4
◦ [ZI]pi
4
◦ [ZX]−pi4 ◦ [IH], (10)
where H is the Hadamard operator. As shown in
Eq. (10), we need to develop the calibration procedure
to find an amplitude A and a phase φ where |ωZX |tCR =
pi/4 and the other terms become zero. The CR Hamil-
tonian includes a large ZI term as a result of the off-
resonant driving of the control qubit; IX, ZZ and IZ
can also be large for transmon qubits [25]. However, the
strengths of ZZ and IZ terms are expected to be negli-
gibly weak in our device. We note that both ZI and IX
terms commute with the ZX term of interest, while ZI
and ZX terms anti-commute with the inversion of the
control qubit XI. In addition, the ZI term is the even
function and both IX and ZX terms are odd functions
of the drive amplitude A. Accordingly, we can effectively
eliminate the impact of those unwanted terms with the
two-pulse echoed CR sequence [27] expressed as
Uecho(A, φ) = [XI]◦UCR(−A, φ)◦[XI]◦UCR(A, φ). (11)
This sequence consists of two CR pulses with opposite
drive amplitude, each one followed by a pi-rotation refo-
cus pulse XI on the control qubit. Here we also assume
the negligible impact of the IY term which is generally
introduced by the physical crosstalk between the control
and the target qubit [11].
A. Gate Calibration and Benchmarks
To experimentally implement the CS and CS† gates
we use the 27 qubit IBM Quantum system ibmq paris
with fixed-frequency and dispersively coupled transmon
qubits. Qubit 0 and the qubit 1 of this system are as-
signed as the control and the target qubit, respectively.
The resonance frequency and anharmonicity of the con-
trol (target) qubit are 5.072 (5.020) GHz and -336.0 (-
321.0) MHz.
The pulses realized in practice are not constant-
amplitude pulses, rather the amplitude is increased and
decreased smoothly. We implment the CR pulse as a
flat top Gaussian, with flat-top length τsq, and Gaussian
rising and falling edges each with length τedge (τCR =
τsq + 2τedge). We use a constant Guassian edge with
τedge = 28.16 ns with 14.08 ns standard deviation and
4vary the length of the duration of the square flat-top
pulse τsq. The minimum pulse duration is τsq = 0
ns, yielding a pure Gaussian shape. The overhead of
single-qubit gates in the echoed CS sequence in Eq. (10)
for the ibmq paris backend is 106.7 ns, giving a to-
tal echoed CS gate time of τCS = 2τCR + 106.7 ns.
The single-qubit gates are optimized by merging consec-
utive rotations using the Qiskit circuit transpiler with
optimization level = 1 followed by conversion to a
pulse schedule [22].
We performed calibration to a CR rotation angle
ωZX(A, φ)τCR ' pi/4 for different values of τsq. This was
done by first performing a rough calibration of (A, φ)
by scanning those parameters, followed by the closed-
loop fine calibration with standard error amplification
sequences (see Appendix B for details). The calibrated
pulse schedule of the CS gate with τsq = 21.3 ns (τCS =
263.1 ns) is shown in Fig. 1(a).
The average gate error of the calibrated
CS gate is evaluated by using the interleaved
CNOT-Dihedral RB with 10 sequence lengths
l ∈ (1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150), and 10 samples
for each l. Each experiment is executed 1024 times for
both input states |00〉 and |++〉 both with and without
interleaving the CS gate. An example of measured
RB decay curves for τsq = 21.3 ns are shown in Fig.
1(b). The exponential fit of the decay curves yields
α = 9.78(1) × 10−1 and αg¯ = 9.73(1) × 10−1, giving
an estimated average gate error of the CS gate of
rrbg = 5.2(7) × 10−3. According to [13], the theoretical
bound of the error is calculated to be [0, 2.8× 10−2]. In
addition to RB we also perform quantum process tomog-
raphy (QPT) [29] and compute the average gate fidelity
from the reconstructed process. QPT was done using
maximum likelihood estimation with the tomography
module of Qiskit Ignis [30], using a preparation basis of
{|0〉 , |1〉 , |+〉 , |+i〉} and measurement basis of {X,Y, Z}
for each qubit. We performed 1024 repetations (shots)
per basis configuration and correct for measurement
errors using the readout error mitigation technique [31].
The average gate error calculated from the tomographic
fit for τsq = 21.3 ns was r
qpt
g = 8.8 × 10−3 which is
comparable to the value estimated from the interleaved
CNOT-Dihedral RB experiment.
B. Gate Duration Dependence
We perform the same calibration and benchmarking
procedures for different flat-top width τsq from 0 ns
to 355.6 ns (τCS from 219.3 ns to 930.5 ns) and mea-
sure the average gate errors by both the interleaved
CNOT-Dihedral RB experiment and QPT. In this ex-
periment, we use a reduced set of RB sequence lengths
l ∈ (1, 10, 25, 50, 100, 150) to reduce the total number of
experiments while keeping the accuracy of the estimated
gate error high.
We measure the qubit coherence times T1 and T2
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FIG. 1. The CS gate realized with a closed-loop calibra-
tion. (a) Pulse schedule with the flat-top width τsq = 21.3
ns. The schedule consists of two CR pulses CR− and CR+
on the ControlChannel u0 with echo pulses X(pi) applied on
DriveChannel d0 of the control qubit. Local gates in Eq.
(10) are also applied to the DriveChannel d1 of the target
qubit. Modulation frequencies of d0 and d1 are locked at the
resonance frequencies of the control and the target qubits,
respectively. The u0 channel is associated with the control
qubit with the frame of the target qubit to drive CR pulses at
appropriate phase and frequency. A Circular arrow of VZ(θ)
represents the virtual-Z rotations with rotation angle θ. (b)
CNOT-Dihedral interleaved RB. Dotted lines show fit curves
of the ground state population measured by standard RBs in
|00〉 and |+ +〉 basis, while solid lines show fits of interleaved
RB. Triangle and cross symbols show raw experiment data of
10 different random circuits.
with relaxation and Hahn echo sequences [32], respec-
tively, to monitor the stability of physical properties
of qubits. These experiments are inserted immediately
before each calibration experiment and yield coherence
times of T1 = 59.6 ± 15.6 (77.1 ± 7.3)µs and T2 =
92.5 ± 22.1 (69.1 ± 4.8)µs for the control (target) qubit
during the experiment. Here, the error bars correspond
to the standard deviation over the duration of the whole
set of calibration and benchmarking experiments, pre-
sented in Fig. 2. The device was accessed via the cloud
through a fair-share queuing model used in IBM Quan-
tum systems. The time in between experiments was
about 168 minutes on average, thus the experiment could
be subject to some parameter fluctuations due to noise
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FIG. 2. Average gate errors as a function of the flat-top
width of the CR pulse τsq estimated by different benchmark
techniques. The corresponding total gate time τCS is shown
in the top axis. Blue circles and red triangles represent rrbg
and rqptg , respectively. The Green dotted line shows the the-
oretical lower bound of the average gate error calculated by
the total gate time τCS and the average T1 and T2 values of
the qubits during the experiment. The filled area represents
the coherence limit with T1 and T2 values with variance of
1σ. See text for a detailed discussion.
with a long characteristic time [33].
Nevertheless, as Fig. 2 shows, our calibration method
provides highly accurate results and allows to approach
the coherence limit for appropriately chosen gate times.
It can also be seen that rrbg and r
qpt
g show a similar
trend as a function of τsq. This dependence on τsq agrees
well with the slope predicted by the coherence limit for
τsq & 21.3 ns. We emphasize that rrbg gives a more robust
estimate of the gate error than the rqptg as it is not as sen-
sitive to state prepratation and measurement errors. The
interleaved CNOT-Dihedral RB experiment also requires
only 24 circuit executions per single error measurement,
while the two-qubit QPT requires 144 circuit executions
with the readout error mitigation. The smaller exper-
imental cost to measure rrbg enables us to average the
result over 10 different random circuits, which is empir-
ically sufficient to obtain a reproducible outcome, at a
practical queuing time with ibmq paris.
The nearly stable offset of rrbg from the coherence limit
possibly indicates the presence of coherent errors due to
imperfection of calibration. The measured rqptg obtained
consistantly smaller error values than rrbg .
In the region τsq . 21.3 ns, both gate errors show a sig-
nificant increase from the coherence limit. In this regime
the drive amplitude of the CR pulse rapidly increases in
order to guarantee that the total accumulated rotation
angle is pi/4 for shorter τCR. The amplitude of crosstalk√
ω2IX + ω
2
IY measured at τsq = 0 ns is 176.2 kHz, while
one at τsq = 355.6 ns is 19.4 kHz. Although the IX
term is refocused and has negligible contribution, the re-
mained IY term can still impact on the measured gate
errors. Thus, at τsq = 0 we calibrate a CS gate with a
compensation tone on the target qubit to suppress the
physical crosstalk between qubits (see Appendix C for
details). The calibrated pulse sequences with and with-
out the compensation tone yield rrbg of 2.1(3)× 10−2 and
2.2(2)× 10−2, respectively. These comparable results in-
dicate the physical crosstalk is relatively suppressed in
this quantum device and other noise sources are dom-
inant for τsq . 21.3 ns. For example, at high power
the pertubation theory used to obtain the average CR
Hamiltonian may break down, and hence also calibration
scheme based on this decomposition.
The reasons for imperfection of two-qubit gates in su-
perconducting qubits have been investigated and asso-
ciated with various mechanisms such as nonideal signal
generation, residual ZZ coupling, CR-induced ZZ inter-
action [34–36], and leakage to the higher energy levels
[37, 38]. Although a further analysis of the error mecha-
nisms in this regime of high-power pulses is beyond the
scope of this study, initial results indicate that coherent
population transfer out of the two-qubit manifold into
the higher levels, and ZZ interaction terms, are not the
relevant mechanisms [39]. At the same time, the coher-
ence limit can be further lowered by reducing the time
spent on single-qubit gates. At τsq = 21.3 ns with the
minimum rrbg of 5.9(7) × 10−3, the refocusing pulse and
local rotations occupy 40% of the total gate time τCS ,
yielding a non-negligible impact on the gate error.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated calibration of a high fidelity
non-Clifford CS gate on 27 qubit IBM Quantum sys-
tem ibmq paris. This gate is not currently included in
the standard basis gates of IBM Quantum systems, and
it was calibrated and benchmarked entirely using open
source software available in Qiskit. Since the CS gate
is non-Clifford, robust characterization of the average
gate error cannot be done using standard RB. To bench-
mark performance of the non-Clifford gate we performed
the first experimental demonstration of two-qubit inter-
leaved CNOT-Dihedral RB, which allow efficient and ro-
bust characterization of a universal gateset containing
the CS gate.
We obtained a minimal gate error of 5.9(7) × 10−3
with appropriately shaped echoes and a total gate time of
263.1 ns. The gate error reported for the standard two-
qubit CNOT gate provided by ibmq paris is 1.3× 10−2.
Thus the presented CS gate error is comparable with half
the CNOT error. By performing RB and QPT for a vari-
ety of gate lengths we were also able to study the perfor-
mance of the CS gate in different regimes and observed a
break down in performance if gate lengths were reduced
below the best value obtained for 263.1 ns. This is consis-
tant with previous literature on CNOT calibration using
the cross-resonance interaction in the high power regime.
6The expansion of the native two-qubit gateset of a
Cloud quantum device with additional low error cali-
brated gates allows for improved hardware efficient tran-
spilation of quantum circuits. This is important for ex-
ecuting quantum algorithms on noisy quantum devices
without error correction, and for reducing the error cor-
rection overhead when fault-tolerant devices with active
error correction are available.
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Appendix A: Basis Gate Information
In this paper all experiments are performed via cloud
access to IBM Quantum system ibmq paris. The back-
end provider calibrates single-qubit and two-qubit basis
gates on a regular basis and provides pulse schedules and
gate errors to users. The gate error distribution at the
time of experiment (2020-05-20 05:48 UTC) is shown in
Fig. 3. The averaged single-qubit gate error is 5.0×10−4,
while that of two-qubit gates is 1.4 × 10−2. The single-
qubit gate error of the qubit 0 and 1, which are use in
the CS gate, are 4.0 × 10−4 and 3.7 × 10−4, respectivly.
The two-qubit CNOT gate error between these qubits is
1.3× 10−2.
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FIG. 3. Distribution of single-qubit and two-qubit gate er-
rors of ibmq paris at the time of experiment. Single-qubit
gate errors measured by the Hadamard operation are shown
in nodes of the qubit coupling map, while two-qubit gate er-
rors measured by CNOT operation are shown in graph edges.
Error values are represented by color maps shown in the bot-
tom.
Appendix B: Calibrating CS Gate
The single qubit gates used for the echo sequence and
local rotations are provided by ibmq paris. We calibrate
the CR pulse amplitude A and its phase φ by the rough
parameter scan followed by the closed-loop calibration.
These parameters are determined based on the two-pulse
echoed CR sequence Uecho shown in Eq. (11). This ap-
proach simplifies the calibration, namely, we don’t need
to take non-negligible ZI and IX terms into account
when we fit the experimental results for calibration pa-
rameters. Calibrated sequence Uecho ∼ [ZX]pi4 is used to
realize the CS with local rotations shown in Eq. (10).
1. Rough Parameter Scan
We initialized both qubits in the ground state and per-
form a rough scan of the CR pulse amplitude with the
pulse schedule:
SscanA (A) ≡ Uecho(A, 0).
The schedule is follwed by the measurement of the target
qubit in the Z-basis. The sinusoidal fit for the measured
population of the target qubit with SscanA with different A
gives an estimate of the CR amplitude A0 where the angle
of controlled rotation is approximately pi/4. A typical
experimental result for τsq = 21.3 ns is shown in Fig.
4(a).
By using this A0, we scan the CR phase with two pulse
schedules Sscanφg and Sscanφe :
Sscanφg (φ) ≡ [IZ]pi2 ◦ [IX]pi2 ◦ Uecho(A0, φ)2,
Sscanφe (φ) ≡ [IZ]pi2 ◦ [IX]pi2 ◦ Uecho(A0, φ)2 ◦ [XI].
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FIG. 4. Typical experimental results for calibration experi-
ments. Measured population is converted into the expectation
value of Pauli operators. (a) Rough amplitude calibration.
The blue and black line show the cosinusoidal fit for the ex-
perimental results and the optimal amplitude A0. (b) Rough
phase calibration. The blue and red line show the cosinu-
soidal fit for the experimental result of Sscanφg (φ) and Sscanφe (φ),
respectivly. The black line show the optimal phase φ0. (c)
Rough amplitude calibration. The solid and dotted line show
the fit for the result of initial (A = 0.236) and final experiment
(A = 0.237) within the closed-loop calibration. The cosinu-
soidal function is used for the fit with N -dependent decay and
baseline F (N) = e−αN cos(4(pi/4+δA)N+pi/2)+aN+b. Here
α, a and b are additional fit parameters introduced empiri-
cally. The residual error per gate after the final experiment
is −1.25 × 10−3 rad., which is lower than the threshold of
10−3pi. (d) Compensation tone calibration. The blue and red
line show the result of Sxy4 without and with the calibrated
compensation tone, respectivly. The cosinusoidal fit with de-
cay for those curves yields crosstalk amplitude of 176.2 kHz
and 6.7 kHz. All data in (a)–(c) are measured with τsq = 21.3
ns, while (d) is measured with τsq = 0 ns.
The schedule Sscanφg (Sscanφe ) drives the echo sequence
Uecho(A0, φ) twice with the control qubit of the ground
(excited) state. Note that the last two operations cor-
respond to the projection into Y -basis for the following
measurement. The flip of the state of the control qubit
leads the controlled rotation of the target qubit state with
opposite direction as illustrated in Fig. 4(b). This oppo-
site rotation of pi/2 around an azimuthal angle θ = θ0−φ
of the target qubit Bloch sphere yields measured outcome
of ∓ 1 for Sscanφg and Sscanφe , respectivly, at the optimal
phase φ = φ0 where θ = 0. Here θ0 is the phase offset
from the unknown transfer function of the coaxial cable
assembly [42]. The phase φ0 gives a rough estimate of the
CR phase where the ZX term of interest is maximized
while the unwanted ZY term is eliminated.
2. Closed-loop Fine Calibration
We use the roughly estimated parameters (A0, φ0) as
an initial guess of closed-loop calibrations. We first opti-
mize the CR pulse amplitude with following experiment:
SfineA (A) ≡ Uecho(A, φ0)4N ◦ [IX]pi2 ,
where N is number of repeated sequences. This schedule
prepares the target qubit in the superposition state and
repat the echo sequence 4N times to apply a controlled
rotation of Npi. Because the initial guess of A0 is esti-
mated by the parameter scan in the coarse precision with
a finite error δA, repeating SfineA for different N can ac-
cumulate δA and this error appears as over rotation from
the superposition state, as shown in Fig. 4(c). The fit
for the over rotation as a function of N yields precise es-
timate of δA, and we iteratively update the initial guess
to optimize the CR pulse amplitude to A1 where δA ∼ 0.
Here we use N = 0, 1, 2..., 9 and repeat updating the CR
amplitude until the over rotation error reaches below the
threshold value of 10−3pi rad.
With the optimized amplitude A1, we tune the CR
phase with following experiment:
Sfineφ (φ) ≡ [IY ]pi2 ◦ (Uecho(A1, φ) ◦ [IY ])N ◦ [IX]pi2 .
This sequence also accumulates the small phase error δφ
as function of N . We iteratively update the CR phase
until the same threshold value with the amplitude cali-
bration to obrain the optimal phase φ1 where δφ ∼ 0.
Appendix C: Crosstalk Estimation
The unwanted local rotation terms IX and IY can
be simultaneously amplified with the following sequence
combined with the XY-4 dynamical decoupling [43] on
the control qubit:
Sxy4 ≡ ([Y I] ◦ UCR ◦ [XI] ◦ UCR)2N ,
9where UCR = UCR(A1, φ1). Here, the CR pulse with
the same sign is repeatedly applied while changing the
state of control qubit. This pulse sequence refocuses (and
hence eliminates) controlled rotation terms such as ZX
and ZY , allowing us to precisely estimate the strength
of weak local rotation terms
√
ω2IX + ω
2
IY , amplified in
the absence of strong two-qubit interactions.
This technique can be used to calibrate a compensation
tone that eliminates the IY term caused by the physical
crosstalk between qubits [11]. The compensation tone is
applied to the drive channel of the target qubit d1, in
parallel with UCR. This single-qubit pulse is shaped as a
flat-top pulse with Gaussian edges of identical duration
as the UCR pulse, with its own calibrated amplitude and
phase (A′, φ′). First, we repeat Sxy4 for N = 0, 2, 4, ..., 32
without the compensation tone and measure the Pauli Z
expectation value of the target qubit. The fit for the
oscillation over the total CR gate time 8τCRN yields the
strength of the total unwanted local rotation terms. At
τsq = 0 ns, the unwanted local rotation strength of 176.2
kHz was observed. This strength was reduced to 6.7 kHz
with the calibrated compensation tone with A′ = 0.00102
and φ′ = −0.962 rad. The experimental result is shown
in Fig. 4(d).
